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(Communicated by Prof. A. C. ZAANEN at the meeting of December 20, 1969)
In the "Research Problem" section of the October issue of the American
Mathematical Monthly vol. 67 (1969), p. 925, P. ROSENTHAL raised the
following question: "Are almost commuting matrices near commuting
matrices 1". More precisely, P. Rosenthal asked whether there exists a
mapping I of the set of positive real numbers R+= {x: x> O} into R+ with
the property that f(e) --+ 0 as O<e --+ 0 and such that for any pair of
n x n-matrices A, B of norm less than one which almost commute in the
sense that the norm of the commutator AB - BA is less than e, there
exists a pair of commuting matrices A', B' of norm less than one and such
that the norms of the matrices A-A' and B-B' are less than l(lO).
The purpose of this note is to show that the answer is affirmative.
The technique used in deriving the result is that of nonstandard analysis
which for this purpose works exceedingly well. The details are as follows.
Let En(n= 1,2, ... ) denote the n-dimensional complex Euclidean vector
space, and let M(En ) denote the Banach algebra of all n x n-matrices
with complex entries. If A = (au) E M(En ), then IIAII denotes the Euclidean
•
norm ( ! IlliJ12)i of A. By M 1(En ) we shall denote the set of all elements
i,;-l
A E M(En ) such that IIAil < 1.
We shall now prove the following theorem.
Theorem. For every n(n= 1,2, ... ) there exists a mapping fn 01 R+=
={x: x>O} into R+ with the lollowing properties: (i) In(e) --+ 0 as O<e --+ 0,
and (ii) lor every pair of matrices A,BEM1(En) with liAB-BAiI<e there
exists a pair of matrices A', B' E M 1(En) such that IIA --A'II <In(e), liB -B'II<
<In(e) and A'B'=B'A'.
Proof. As we indicated above the proof will be based on the techniques
of nonstandard analysis. For terminology and notation concerning the
nonstandard reals the reader is referred to [1] or [2].
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Let e:»0 be given, then it is clear that there exists always a positive
number <5 = <5(e) > 0 which has the following property:
(*) For every pair of matrices A, B E M 1(En) such that IIAB-BAII<e
there exists a pair of commuting matrices A', B ' E M 1(En ) such that
IIA -A'ii < <5(e) and liB-B'll < <5(e).
Indeed, we may take <5=<5(e)=1 for all e>O.
More precisely, we shall proof that for every e>O the number <5o(e) =
inf (<5 : <5 > 0 and <5 has the property (*» has itself property (*). To this
end, let A,BEM1(En ) and let IIAB-BAII<e. Then from the definition
of <50 it follows that for every k = 1, 2, ... there exists a pair of matrices
Ak, BkEM1(En ) such that AkBk= BkAk and IIA -Akll .,;;;;<50+ 11k and
IIB-Bkll<<50+1/k. Since A k,Bk EM1(En ) (k=I,2, .) there is no loss in
generality to assume that II A k- Aoll-;.O as k-;.oo and II Bk - Boll-;.O as
k-;.oo. Then
AoBo- BoAo=Ao(Bo- Bk) + (Ao-Ak)Bk+ Bk(Ak-Ao) + (Bk- Bo)Ao
shows that AoBo=BoAo and the norm inequalities IIA-Akll<<50+1/k,
IIB- Bkll <<50+ 11k (k= 1,2, ... ) imply that IIA -Aoll <<50 and IIB- Boll <<50.
Hence, we conclude that <5o(e) has property (*) for all e> 0, and so also
15o(e)> 0 for all e>O.
This suggests that for every e>O we shall denote by In(e) the smallest
positive number <5 with property (*).
In order to prove the required result we have to show that In(e) ~ 0
as 0 < e ~ O. To this end, we shall use nonstandard analysis.
Let *R denote as usual the nonstandard reals and let *En denote the
corresponding nonstandard n-dimensional Euclidean vector space. Then
*M(*En) is the nonstandard algebra of all the nonstandard n x n-matrices
whose entries are nonstandard complex numbers. To the function In there
corresponds a function *In, which with respect to *M1(*En) has the same
properties as In has with respect to M 1(En).
It is well-known (see [1] or [2]) that the statement *In(h) is infinitesimal
for all positive infinitesimals h E *R is equivalent to the required statement,
namely fn(e) ~ 0 as O<e ~ O.
For that reason assume that A, B E *M 1(*En) are such that 'f} = IIAB-
- BA II = 1 0, that is, the commutator's norm 'f} of A and B is infinitesimal.
Since IIAII < 1 and IIBII < 1 it follows immediately that the entries aij of A
and the entries bij of B (i, j = 1,2, ... , n) are finite. Let ail =st(aij) and
bi/ =st(bij) (i, j = 1,2, ... , n) be the standard parts of the numbers aij and
bij respectively. These are uniquely determined standard numbers which
are infinitely close to the original numbers. Thus IIA - A'ii = 1 0 and
IIB-B'II=l O. Furthermore, from IIA'II<IIAII+IIA-A'II<I+IIA-A'II=11,
and the fact that IIA'II is a standard number it follows that IIA'II < 1, and
similarly IIB'II.,;;;;!. Since the norms IIA-A'II and IIB-B'II are infinitesimal
the proof will be completed if we can show that A' commutes with B'.
Indeed, then we have shown that *In('f})<e for all positive infinitesimals
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0<1] E *R, and for all positive standard numbers e> 0, and so *1n(1]) = 1 0
for all 0<1]=10. To this end, observe that
A'B' -B'A' =A'(B' -B)+(A' -A)B+(AB-BA)+B(A-A')+
+(B-B')A',
IIAII<l, IIBII<l, IIA'II<l and IIB'II<l imply that
IIA'B'-B'A'II<IIB'-BII+IIA'-AII+IIAB-BAII+IIA-A'II+
+IIB-B'II=1 0.
Since the norm IIA'B' -B'A'II is standard and at the same time infinitesimal
it is equal to zero, and so it follows that A'B' =B'A', which completes
the proof.
Pro blems. There are a number of problems which are closely related
to the result of the paper and which were also indicated by P. Rosenthal.
For instance, it is not known whether In is independent of n. If this
would be the case then it would follow easily that any pair of commuting
compact operators on a separable Hilbert space have a common proper
invariant subspace. Whether this is indeed the case is still an open problem.
Another interesting problem related to the one above is the following.
Does every bounded operator on a separable Hilbert space which com-
mutes with a compact operator has an proper invariant subspace 1
For a discussion of these and related problems we refer the reader to
the thesis [3] of the junior author.
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